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American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), Kuwait
Chapter is a premier voluntary, non-profit making
Health, Safety and Environmental organization,

which strives to provide professional guidance, training,
consultancy and resources to the industrial and social sec-
tors in the region.

As a part of continuous efforts in its professional jour-
ney, ASSE-Kuwait Chapter commemorated the world
Health Day 2016. The event was organized at Mughal
Mahal, Fahaheel where the ASSE Kuwait Chapter Secretary
Jignesh Shah initiated the proceedings and  Sampath
Reddy President of the chapter gave the welcome address.
Fadhel Al Ali, Chairman of the Kuwait Chapter emphasized
the need of commemorating the World Health Day and the
concerns on Diabetes amounts in the community in
Kuwait. Health and Environment Committee Head
Muhammad Alamgir briefed the theme “Eat Healthy: Beat
Diabetes” and importance of the World Health day 2016.
He also introduced the speakers Dr Punam Sharma,
Preventive and occupational health officer of Kuwait Oil
Company (KOC), who has presented a health awareness
session on ‘Beat Diabetes - Facts and Tips’ and Dr Praveen
Kotwani, Occupational Health Consultant and Industrial
Hygiene Specialist, who has presented “ General Health
Awareness “ Ali Hassan Physical fitness Trainer from KOC
Sports Centre demonstrated some fitness exercise for the
audience and was well appreciated. Dinesh Dutta, Vice
President gave the vote of thanks and the event was con-
cluded with a dinner

ASSE marks World Health Day

The residents of Kerala Latin
Community Kuwait (KLCK) conducted
‘4th Anniversary and Easter Gathering

2016’ at Kuwait City Cathedral premises on
22nd April 2016. KLCK President Peter
Mathew OFMCap presided over the func-
tion and the function was inaugurated by
Bishop Camillo Ballin, Apostolic Vicar of
Northern Arabia. KLCK vice president
Somar Xavier welcomed the audience and
KLCK Joint President Paul Manuel OFMCap
made an inspirational speech. KLCK
General Secretary  Jolly Augustine present-
ed the Annual Report. Senior Expatriate
leaving Kuwait for good after 24 years in
Kuwait were honored during the occasion.
Vicar General Rev.Fr Mathews K Francis
gave a felicitation speech.

During his inaugural speech the Bishop
stressed to maintain equality among vari-
ous communities. The annual KLCK

Souvenir magazine was released on the
function by Peter Mathew presenting the
first copy to Bishop Camillo Ballin.

The newly elected office bearers for
2016-18 were introduced and took pledge
by lighting a candle. Prizes were distributed
for the various events comprised of color-
ing competitions for children, Quiz compe-
tition contest, Indoor and Outdoor games
which were conducted during the year
made the program unique. The Anniversary
program convener  Kishore Simon pro-
posed the vote of thanks.

Preparations for the smooth conduct of
function were done under the supervision
of various sub committees. The function
concluded with various cultural extrava-
ganza by KLCK inmates from different areas
of Kuwait. The members felt well-nourished
even before they were served with refresh-
ments by the end of the program.

KLCK conducted 4th

Anniversary gatheringTIES Center strives for merging both eastern and west-
ern cultures. This Wednesday, on April 27th 2016, the
Center hosted a diwaniya introducing the Greek cul-

ture and presenting the Arabic and the Greek language as
well as the similarities between them. Aisha Al-Kandri
began her narration about how she discovered the Greek
Language. Then, a certified instructor of Greek Language
and Literature, Dimitris Gkantidis travelled briefly the audi-
ence through the centuries of the Greek language and
Calligraphy. Afterward, Aisha Al-Kandri presented details
about the Arabic language and Calligraphy. 

Using improvisation, the two speakers presented some
loans and re-borrowings between the two languages. By
the use of pictures, Aisha Al-Kandri and Dimitris Gkantidis
structured a dialogue using the same words in both Arabic
and Greek. They had a conversation about food, decora-
tions, daily life tools, to the amazement of both the Arab
and Greek families who realized how close both the two
languages sound. The crowd enjoyed learning about words
like ‘Kanun’ (musical instrument / rule) which has almost
identical meaning in both languages. During the lecture I
asked Gkantidis whether the influence of Christianity
erased the ancient side of Greece. He answered that many
ancient traditions are intact and others have mixed with
the Christian religion and have managed to survive.
Afterwards, I had a close interview with both speakers. 

In a question about the proximity between the two cul-
tures, Gkantidis explained that trade and cultural relations
have been active for centuries with plenty historical, lin-
guistic and archaeological evidence. Kandri added that her
Greek professor taught her that Greeks are in fact
Easterners in Europe and that both cultures are in fact relat-
ed. When asked about the linguistic relations, Gkantidis
said that both languages have been influenced up to a
point by the Phoenician alphabet. The final question was if
the future would bring Arabs and Greeks closer culturally
and linguistically. Kandri said ‘Why not?’ being very posi-
tive. Gkantidis argued that the Syrian crisis, the investment
interest and the increase of Arab tourists will in fact bring
us even closer. Dr Teresa, the general manager of Ties
Center thanked both speakers and gave them presents as
an expression of gratitude for achieving TIES’ goals.
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A farewell lunch was hosted recently in honor of outgoing vicars Rev Sunil Joy, Rev V S Skaria at Josekutty Kunjappan’s house in Mangaf on April 23,2016. The priests from Marthoma parishes graced the occasion. It was also well
attended by parish members including K G Abraham and family. The felicitation was rendered by Jacob Channappetta.


